
INSTRUCTIONS
INTRODUCTION

MAJOR ARCANA

O. THE FOOL

I. THE MAGICIAN

WELCOME! You hold in your hands the definitive tarot deck 
for the modern-minded fortune-seeker. Tired of deciphering 
the secrets of your future from decrepit, cryptic illustrations, 
the meaning of which have been confused with the passage 
of time? Scandal Tarot makes divination divine, putting a 
pop-culture twist on your favorite cards and employing  
news-worthy symbology that any culturally literate guy or 
gal will have no trouble interpreting. Open up your pack 
and unlock the mysteries of the universe!

The Major Arcana are the tarot cards you’re probably most 
familiar with – the trump cards that bear the most symbolic 
weight. Depending on the sequence in which the cards are 
played, any number of mystic readings is possible. Use our 
guide to the 22 cards of the Major Arcana to decipher your 
fate through the lens of infamy! 

The Fool represents the mystical 
cleverness bereft of reason within 
us all. 

Charlie Sheen was bereft of 
reason and “winning” for much of 
2011 after being fired from  
Two and Half Men.

Fedora – foolish fashion choices
Stars – fall from grace
Tiger’s Blood – masculine energy

The Magician may be a  
beneficent guide, but he does  
not necessarily have our best  
interests in mind

Bernie Madoff had only his own 
best interests in mind when he  
revealed himself to be the  
mastermind behind the largest 
financial fraud in U.S. history.

Blind Washington – money loss
Pyramid – evil scheme

II. THE HIGH PRIESTESS VII. THE CHARIOT XII. THE HANGED MAN

The High Priestess can represent 
the perfect woman in a man’s life, 
and to a woman it can represent 
becoming independent.

Britney Spears declared her own 
independence after shaving her 
head and losing her shit in 2007. 

Creepy Smile – loss of sanity
Clippers – radical change
Cross – loss of innocence

Michael Jackson Saddam Hussein

IV. THE EMPEROR IX. THE HERMIT XIV. TEMPERANCE

The Emperor symbolizes the  
desire to rule over one’s  
surroundings.

Tiger Woods created his own  
empire of infamy after being 
caught cheating multiple times  
in 2009.

Nike – loss of endorsement
Golf Club – natural talent
Golf Woman – anonymous sex

Roman Polanski Lindsay Lohan

III. THE EMPRESS VIII. STRENGTH XIII. DEATH

The Empress can represent the 
creation of life, of romance, of 
art or business. She is the giver of 
earthly gifts.

Monica Lewinsky gave her own 
earthly gifts to President Clinton 
between 1995-97, causing one 
of the greatest sex scandals in 
recent history.

Blue Dress – damning evidence
Linda Tripp – betrayal

Lance Armstrong Heath Ledger 

V. THE HIEROPHANT X. WHEEL of FORTUNE XV. THE DEVIL

The Hierophant is a man of high 
social standing, respected almost 
to the point of being a deity.

Joe Paterno continued to be 
highly revered until his death in 
2012 despite his involvement in 
the Penn State child abuse  
scandal of 2011.

Football – empire
Locker Room – hidden secrets

OJ Simpson Jerry Sandusky

VI. THE LOVERS XI. JUSTICE. XVI. THE TOWER

The Lovers represent the  
impulse that drives us towards 
adulthood. Sometimes, that 
impulse manifests as curiosity; 
sometimes as sexual desire.

Chris Brown and Rihanna are 
high-profile lovers known for their 
“impulses.”

Raised Hand – domestic violence
Heart – Sexual Desire
Luxury Car – material excess

Martha Stewart Osama Bin Laden


